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The brave ride streetcars to jobs
early in the morning, have traffic accidents,
rob banks. The brave have children, relationships,
mortgages. The brave never write these things
down in notebooks. The brave die and they are
dead.

First published in 1985, when Daniel Jones was just twenty-six,
The Brave Never Write Poetry, the critic and novelist’s lone book
of poems, while far from a critical success, was a hit with read-
ers, turning poetry on its head before its author (then known
simply as ‘Jones’) swore off verse (and alcohol) altogether.
Written in a plainspoken, autobiographical style in the tradition
of Charles Bukowski and Al Purdy, these confrontational poems
about sex and boredom, drugs and suicide, document Jones’s
depressive alcoholic early adult years as an enfant terrible in
Toronto’s underground literary and music scenes. This long
overdue revised edition brings Jones’ unforgettable voice to a
new generation of readers and includes the complete text of the
original collection (including Jones’ sardonic assessments of his
own poetry), and a new afterword by Kevin Connolly.

‘Mostly the book tours the bars, detoxification centres and psy-
chiatric wards that have been Jones’ homes away from home.
Along the way there is much smoking, drinking, eating and
vomiting – so much of the last that Jones makes a fair bid to
become the poet laureate of puking.’ – The Globe andMail

‘It is bound to offend many who read it, and it is clearly meant
to.’ – Rubicon
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Some of these poems have appeared (in various versions) in Acta
Victoriana, The Greenfield Review, Inkstone, Koyo, No More Master-
pieces, Piranha, PoetryCanadaReview, PoetryToronto, SwiftCurrent,
U.C. Review and Waves; as well as the anthologies Milkweed, Other
Channels: An Anthology of New Canadian Poetry and The Toronto
Collection: AnAnthology of theNewToronto Poets.The poems in the
second section of this book were originally published as a limited-
edition chapbook, Jack and Jill in Toronto, by Unfinished Monu-
ment Press in 1983, as were the haiku of the third section asTwoCops
Kissing by HMS Press in 1984.
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Our Generation

in the end it was the fear
of annihilation that did us in.
The vast majority never got over
the second war & slowly melted
into their television sets. For the rest
the process was slower. it was
the loss of hope that got us first &
then the fighting among ourselves. We
turned from our separate tracts & alone
our livers died. We no longer slept or
slept too much. Soon our nerve went &
our limbs shook perceptibly. Our eyeballs,
wild & loose in their sockets, popped
right out. Our minds fused together into
one repeated nothing. We collapsed from
the inside. We’d forgotten how to love
so there were no children. Only the roaches
were left & a few scattered poems, testaments
to our blindness.
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Benzedrine

in the evenings we sit in cafés
talking artists & revolutions, of
what we could do, of what we will
never do, drinking beer to mask
the emptiness of our words

Sometimes
it is only the benzedrine that keeps
us going

& at night with lovers
we no longer want

but need
Or at windows

with poems we no longer believe in
it

is the silence that we fear
& the slow

strangulation of daytime jobs that
are not what we were taught

This is all
that we want but this is not what
we want

Perhaps only a little peace
from a terror that we cannot
comprehend

There is no terror
There is

nothing

24
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Give it back to us now, give
it whatever it is, as beautiful, as
brutal, as meaningless

Give it back
whoever you are

billboard signs, shopping
malls, fire engines & the night.

25
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Work

i picked up a temporary job with the league
of Canadian Poets & the night before i
was to start i borrowed twenty bucks
against my paycheque & went out to drink

The next morning i was sick &
an hour late. My desk was covered with
books that had to be bundled & mailed
out. i smoked a couple of cigarettes
& read some of the books. People were
running around talking about arts grant
deadlines & various problems with the
photocopier. i lit another cigarette &
started to bundle the books. After i’d
made about three bundles i walked down
to the post office. On the way i went
into a tavern for a beer. it went down
quickly & i had two more

When i got back
to the office, the phone was ringing. i
picked it up: some poet from the U of M
couldn’t make a reading:

‘no problem,’ i
said, ‘no one would have shown up anyway’

The phone rang again: she’d written
a book of poetry & wanted to know what she
should do with it. i gave her the address
of the poet from the U of M & suggested she
mail it to him

26
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The other people in the office
were looking at me strangely

‘i’m going for lunch,’
i said & walked out

i went back to the tavern
& had two more beers. i should eat something,
i was thinking, but it was too late: i
walked out of the tavern & puked on the
fresh snow & some pigeons walked towards it

it
was a good sunny day. it was good to be working
again.

27
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A Funny Thing Happened When I Pointed
a Gun at My Head

Another love affair had ended & i was out
of cigarettes

i walked down to Queen Street
& bought a shotgun & a hacksaw. i drank
a beer & sawed off the end of the shotgun.
i drank another beer & put the shells in.
Then i put a record on and & sat down to relax.
i put the gun in my mouth but decided to have
another beer. i put the gun back into my
mouth but then got to thinking, ‘Maybe i
won’t shoot myself but just write another poem
instead’

But it was too late, someone must
have seen me through the window or something
because just then two cops walked into the room
pointed their guns at me & said:

‘Okay, drop it’
Two fat cops, with bits of steak

sandwich stuck in their teeth, two fat cops,
whose wives had never had an orgasm & if i
shot myself they would shoot me again

‘This
is poetry material,’ i thought as i shot
the two cops. They were dead. i sat down at
the typewriter to write this poem. The grey
kitten came in & climbed onto one of the dead
cops: it began to play with the flap of the
cop’s jacket. i worked the poem through:
once again, life was holy & i was immortal.
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Like Old Times

in a tavern where we sat
years ago, we drink beer
once again & talk about
those years which somehow
seem so much better now:
Scott, smug but tired,
a professor, a husband;
Martin still looking for
something he cannot comprehend;
myself, scarred with loneliness,
poetry, alcohol

Somehow a woman joins
our table & we are glad. She
is tall & thin & wears a black
dress

‘i simply love scotch,’
isadora coos. ‘i love the
people one meets in bars,’
she says. ‘you are very nice
boys,’ she says

‘you’re beautiful,’ Martin says.
She is. it isn’t for a while that
i realize she is really a man

When the bar closes, we charge
drunkenly into the street,

29
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a bit of the old excitement
back & Martin smashes a beer
bottle against the sidewalk.
‘i love isadora,’ he yells.

& it is Scott who breaks
the news. ‘She is a he,’ he
says

Martin looks down at the broken
bottle. ‘i never should have left
the airforce,’ he says.

30
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Jelly Beans

Jane was a waitress in a vegetarian
restaurant; she was tall, anorexic,
slightly neurotic. She could talk
for hours & say nothing. i thought
it was the real thing this time

it was her brother’s birthday & we
went to her parents’ home somewhere
in the suburbs. There were little
tables everywhere covered with objects
from China, Africa, india; there were
rare prints on the walls. We sat
drinking Cointreau & out came Curtis’s
birthday cake. He was only eleven
but there were at least two dozen
candles & it was spotted with
jelly beans

‘i love jelly beans,’
Curtis said. He blew out the candles
& everyone clapped

‘light them again,
i love to blow the candles out,’
Curtis said. The candles were relit
& he blew them out again

‘We can’t
eat it,’ Curtis said, ‘it’s too
pretty’

‘Of course we won’t eat it,’
Curtis’s mother said. ‘Curtis is going
to be an artist,’ she said to me,
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‘i
want to be the prime minister,’ Curtis
said

‘Of course you’ll be the prime
minister,’ Curtis’s mother said

Jane was silent throughout the long
subway ride to her apartment. later
the lovemaking was furious & we lay
in bed afterwards, a bit surprised
about it, smoking cigarettes

& then she
started to cry & beat her fists
on the bed:

‘i hate Curtis, he’s a brat,
i hate him & i hate my family & i hate
birthdays & i hate being a waitress &
i hate your drinking & i hate your
doing nothing, i hate you, i hate you.’

‘Don’t touch me,’ she said, ‘don’t
ever touch me again’

She cried until she
fell asleep. She looked very peaceful
lying there in her yellow t-shirt,
her hair cropped short, her blue
bikinis. i lay awake for a while. The
loneliness was slowly coming back, like
an old friend. it was the beginning
of summer.
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